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La Passione Cycling Couture suggests 
some pieces to keep riding in 
wintertime 
 
Cold can be cool with the right cycling apparel 

Riding in winter is always a tricky affair, but it’s a shame 
to miss frosty mornings’ light just for the fear of cold. La 
Passione Cycling Couture offers a wide range of new 
products to go through the harshest winter days with a 
satisfied smile, forgetting the low temperatures and 
enjoying perfect breathability and protection.  

The DUO Winter Jacket is a new addition in the double-
color collection family. It’s made with a soft and 
protective membrane which brings you a great feeling of 
warmth even when the low temperatures hit. Layering 
for winter rides is easier thanks to its comfy cut, while its 
colorful mix of design and technology makes it the ideal 
choice to give a boost to the cool days. The fleece 
backed collar features an ergonomic cut which improves 
comfort, while keeping the cyclist protected from chilly 
wind. This item, featuring three pockets to store 
everything a winter ride requires, is available in three 
different flashy color combinations.  

The choice of the tights can vary depending on the 
weather conditions. If winter cold starts to bite intensely, 
the DEEP version is certainly the right solution to face 
the harshest climate. The Club Deep Winter Tights are 
minimalist and stylish. The 3 front layers guarantee extra 
protection. Their inner thermo Fleece Endurance fabric 
ensures a continuous feeling of warmth, while 
maintaining great levels of breathability. The corset is 
made with a mid-weight fabric characterized by a unique 
texture and zipper. 

The Prestige Deep Winter Tights, on the other hand, 
are made with endurance fabric and are DWR treated to 
protect the rider even from the rain. The design has 
been optimized to the riders’ shape, while the flat seams 
improve the riding comfort also thanks to the multipanel 
anatomical construction. A photo-reflective band on the 
calf will make you more visible while riding in the darkest 
hours too. 
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Both models are 100% Italian Made and feature a knee 
shaped for greater comfort on the bike and include a 
double protective panel for complete wind insulation, 
besides being equipped with the newest Elastic 
Interface® pad. The chamois and its air-mapping 
structure guarantees great breathability and quick 
drying. 

Last but not least, the Deep Winter Gloves are 
undoubtedly an unmissable accessory not to be 
forgotten at home during the coldest rides.  
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La Passione: a Digital-Native-Vertical-Brand founded in 
2015 from the vision of Giuliano Ragazzi and Yurika 
Marchetti, which places particular attention on 
fundamental values like high quality Italian craftmanship, 
in the service of contemporary, sophisticated, elegant 
and functional cycling clothing. 
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